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3 below zeron alpha x reader

Along with Angor Red, he is my favorite villainAngor was a fantastic villain, both in design and motifs. It is a shame that he went down as quickly as he did, but he got some kind of little redemption. HAHA THANK YOU! Actually, I didn't, although I know I should have it (I used a tutorial to define, so I think I made it technical?). I tried to work
with what would look most dynamic and ended up trying out something new (the whole arm bow) and cocking (planted foot posture). The first attempt was to do the stereotypical anime jump pose. Definitely go to work with more and more references used. But I really appreciate the praise to come from you, it means a LOT. I have worked
to reduce how long it takes me to get them out; I think I would have posted it earlier, but it kind of fell with Smash Brothers coming and I fell hard. I have to weigh up my goals as to how I want to continue with my art. I understand that art has taken me a loooong time lately to finish lately, purely due to apathy and lethargy. I have several
sketches in the wings that I was too lazy to complete in a timely manner. Oof, I'm sorry. It's not fun to deal with it. I certainly hope it gets better. finally finished. woof I binged all 3unten in one day and God it's goofy. Hopefully 3Below will help me about my Post Trollhunters Depression 3Under Season 2 trailer (x) someone had to do it, so
here it is. my Trollhunters/3below SBURB AU. ((watch me play fast and loose with my homestuck knowledge as I have not read the previous chapters in years and hardly any wiki-searched stuff. I just want to destroy the universe and make a few kids in gods aight?)) Preview: The last thing Toby sees is a Bedrock behemoth shaped like a
sushi cat, mixed with a human skull beaming laser beams from his eyes on him. (Why did Sushi Cat become such a horror? Why couldn't Claire chill out with the Dad Skull Merch? Why did Krel prototype his sprite with a laser gun in God's name?) Being shot through the chest with lasers hurts about as much as he could have imagined.
What is a moment of pure torment that Toby doesn't even have has no last thoughts - they've burned out of it as the cauterized holes in his chest pour harmful smoke and he falls backwards. There is a time of nothingness. And then everything that rushes him back comes brilliantly and golden and bright. Toby must omit a cry of exhilarate,
energy rising in him, shooting into the air and throwing his arms into the sky. The horizon extends to and next to it, the Light of the Land of Canyons and stairwell transforms the rocky terrain rich red and brown and gold. The wind blows around Toby as he hangs there, and feels as if every part of himself is somehow much more alive than
it used to be. Filled to the edge with - with something, and it feels like afternoon sun, how hard deserved deserved pushing past its limits and finding new strength, it feels like-it feels like hope. Like hope. I had a BLAST watching season 2 of 3below, but something really irritates me about the human designs - especially aja and vex's.
Determined to go ahead and make some personal redesigns as a fun challenge for myself (and a bonus Stuart with a fresher look) marvacu:Zeron Brotherhood #3below 3below Spoilers-Zeron Brotherhood,zeron alpha-zeron beta-zeron Omega 31.12.. 2018 • 404 banknotes over • op • src Zeron Brotherhood Headcanon Time The
Beginning: Omega and Beta (Where Alpha's story is that of the rogue adventurer who went around picking up outcasts he thought would know then ended up bonding with.) Omega is strange for her race, how much time she spends tinkering with technology. Their ideas are considered bizarre and unnecessary. She has built her own
shuttle from her youth stage, but there is also a darker side to her curiosity. She experiments with anything that is unfortunate enough to cross her path and small enough to catch in a glass. Two more Zerons are lost in mysterious circumstances that affect her in her young adult years, but nothing has ever been proven. After the incident
with traces of a potentially deadly toxic mixture known only as omega, found in a river that supplies an entire village downstream, Omega is banished from its home planet and wanders a little through the galaxy, taking strange jobs here and there to repair other people's spaceships. When a Zeron, who calls himself Alpha, shows up one
day and asks for the best mechanic (I want to find an extraterrestrial word that they use instead, but I can't imagine an atm; maybe someone else can come with it), he is immediately referred to Omega. She takes the job and thinks it's just going to be a routine inspection, quote and fix it job, you know? The first thing she notices when she
enters the hangar is the back end. The massive curved handle structure of the drive system. Then the bulbous cockpit at the front. It still mostly resembles a Sector 7 Class A Dreadnought. She hasn't seen one in years. Dreadnoughts are highly valued by the bounty hunters who often get away with it, but very few can actually afford a
Sector 7, since this planet and its high-tech inhabitants were destroyed a century ago in their war with the Akiridions of House Akram. And this one looks old. At least a few centuries. Highly valued among collectors. The second thing that hits her hard in the chest. The damage to the right side is terrible. A sparkling furrow stretches halfway
over the length of the ship and culminates in a large crater like Delle in Close to the base. She asks what happened, and tries not to rush him into the urge to rush him off the platform when he says he won it in a bet, but the guy he won didn't appreciate the more artful art of cheating, so he pursued him and the ship into an asteroid belt
and Alpha couldn't shoot very well AND control at the same time. Omega can't turn its back the last remnants of some of the best minds in the galaxy. She takes the job and thinks during work about how to make sure this never happens again. Another accident like this could tear him apart. It is clear that the previous owner had even less
understanding of how to take care of it than the buffoon who stole it from him. It takes an entire pastor to repair the damage. During this time, a group comes in search of Alpha. They disappear the Delson after they have arrived. Alpha looks battered and hums for a few Delsons, but nothing is said about it. He doesn't care about telling her,
and she doesn't care to listen. When she's done, she tries to give Alpha an overview of everything she's repaired and restored, in addition to some of the updates she's made to staff the outdated steering program. The cost has risen exponentially since her first quote, because she couldn't just fix the site and then let go of it; it needed more
than just the most obvious repairs. She reckons he would expect it and would like to pay it, which is incredibly valuable to the ship. Alpha understands very little of what she says and gets annoyed at first, but then he surprises her by suddenly asking if she wants to have a permanent job on his new ship, as she is very obviously concerned
about her well-being and he always struggles with spaceships and technology in general. (Mini Headcanon: Alpha is actually a very bad driver. Like, back in the mailbox almost every time bad). Suddenly, the answer to her riddle is right there. Omega quickly agrees, and from then on, pretty much the ONLY technology on board the ship
that omega Alpha leaves anywhere is the weapon. (There is a good reason why he stands with his hands behind his back most of the time, if he does not do a job with the few things in the cockpit that he is allowed to touch; Omega's reactions to him, even if he looked sideways at a piece of technique he can't use, led him to start it as
partially patronizing, then it became a habit.) She begins to connect more actively with the bounty hunt when an idiot gets it in his head to try to damage her ship. Alpha barely manages to stop them just in time from killing the idiot (though only because his bounty ad explicitly said Alive). Alpha is impressed and begins to encourage her to
hunt with him more on the ground. His success is growing rapidly with their active participation. Beta is actually unusually big for one of his races. They actually speak, but beta doesn't. His people don't know how to talk to him, so they leave him to himself begin to fear him when it grows to twice its size. They eventually trick him into
getting off a ship on another planet and leaving him there after he fights back and kills a group of youths who attack him. He is captured and enslaved by a group of Kagons for a Kelton before Alpha and Omega arrive and chase a bounty on one of his kidnapper's heads. During the attack, Alpha is almost but a now loose beta hits Alpha's
opponent into a wall and kills him immediately. When every last kagon is dead, they drag the body of what they wanted back to the ship. Beta follows, and Alpha leaves it because damnite it would be a hell of a waste of such a big hulking brute not too. Over time, Omega learns to understand Beta's subtle communication and teaches them
Alpha. They become a fearsome team of bounty hunters with a reputation spanning several galaxies because they are among the most ruthless and deadly bounty hunters available for rent - wealthy powerful customers. (21/09/2019) Page 2 View Full View Full View
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